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a note to MacLeanâ€™s, which published his â€˜gentleman, Your Verdictâ€™ (Jan. 1, 1947), he said the
idea for his story: grew out of a barrack room argument -whether a commander was justified in sacrificing
some of his men to save othersâ€•.
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â€œ . . . and he orders: Report your instruments." Preece's voice broke through the lieutenant's fog of
memory. They had reported. Bow planes immovable, apparently buried in sand. The radio was still usable,
though damaged. The bow tanks could be neither blown nor flooded, their veins clogged with sand.
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Lesson 1: Have you Reached your Verdict The Foot Project- (This is a first draft...not ready to be released to
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Gentlemen, Your Verdict by Michael Bruce Student Name:_____ 1. Is mercy killing (euthanasia) of the
terminally ill a morally acceptable act? Y or N 2. In your own words, explain your choice of either yes or no to
the above question: 3. Would killing some people be acceptable if it was the only way to save the lives of
even more people?
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"Tell the court what happened, in your own words, please." "Well, sirs, it was like this. We was on this trial
cruise, and was running at about ten fathoms off Steins Point, when the mine got us. . ," Lieutenant Paull tried
to shut out the voice with his lingers in his ears. He had told that story first.
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(1 mark) I believe the conflict in Gentlemen, Your Verdict, is human against self. B) State whether it is internal
or external. (1 mark) The conflict in this story is internal struggle concerning emotion and decision.
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Miss the story? Here is a copy of the full text version. (Shown on pages 1-3 of this PDF.)
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â€œGentlemen, Your Verdictâ€• â€“ Ms. French â€“ English Class
Your Verdict By Michael Bruce Moral Dilemma - THIRD PERSON OBJECTIVE Questions Discussion
Questions - What would you decide as captain? Man vs Himself Man vs Environment - the mine explosion
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causes the situation of the sinking submarine Michael Bruce Theme Point of View Characterization Plot - in a
...
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Chris Greamo from PDF security company, Invincea, highlights one approach at predicting the potential
vulnerabilities in Adobe Readerâ€™s Sandbox that may be exploited in his blog post, â€œ Adobe Reader
Xâ€™s Sandbox.
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Gentlemen, Your Verdict Colton Oct 17th Gentlemen, Your verdict In this story Gentlemen your verdict, the
captain of a submarine, L-C Oram, is put in a difficult situation which results in him sacrificing 14 of his men
including himself, to save 5 men with families waiting for them back home.
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13. Class discussion for Gentlemen Your Verdict questions. 14. Creative writing for Gentlemen Your Verdict.
(see assignments above) 15. Moral Dilemma Class Group Discussions. 16. Moral Dilemma Questions. 17.
Good copy of best Gentlemen your verdict question * 18. Good copy of best position statement for
Gentlemen your verdict. 19.
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